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Much investigative effort has been expended on the Question of possible 
differences in onset of "I" for blind children, for which conflicting findings exist 
(Fraiberg, 1977, Urwin, 1977, 1978, Rowland, 1980, Mulford, 1981, 1983). Little 
attention, if any, has been given to a more qualitative approach, i.e., unconventional 
predeictic form and use, and incidence of grammatical case, once deictic use prevails 
over nondeictic use. To settle for a Quantitative analysis only, obscures the course of 
acquisition, and the issue of use, and reduces the acquisition process to nothing more 
than instantiations of adult form. Such an approach undermines the semiotic 
assumption that all entities are signs, and that all signs have meaning, by failing to 
consider the legitimacy of non-adult predeictic forms, as well as the onset and use of 
the full range of case forms in novel contexts. A semiotic analysis provides insight 
into which representational aspect of the target sign is contributing to an increased 
or decreased use of the predeictic or deictic form (index, icon, or symbol). Hence, 
apart from a semiotic analysis the function of index in deictic use, particularly its 
place in the acquisition process could not be understood. Furthermore, if index is 
primarily a visual phenomenon, blind children are likely to experience a greater 
reliance on symbolic features. 

Fraiberg (1977) has been the only investigator to have considered deictic versus 
nondeictic use, albeit merely in terms of first person, and primarily focusing on 
subject form to the exclusion of possessive and objective forms ("my", "mine" and 
"me"). Her analysis revealed that although the blind children's onset of production 
of the subject "I" was within range for sighted children, their creative use of "I" (in 
contexts other than stock phrases) was not found until they had reached a mean age 
of 4: 10--mean age for sighted children, 3:0 (Fraiberg, 1977, Loveland, 1980). 
Fraiberg attributes the difference to a state of prolonged egocentrism brought about 
by a delay in self representation in play, without consideration to the possibility that 
other conventional/unconventional forms may have been used for self representation, 
and without having recorded the course of acquisition of other person pronouns. 

Additional evidence from Urwin (1977) and Mulford (1981, 1983) has suggested 
that no difference in acquisition of person deictics exists by calculating frequencies 
alone, and by focusing nearly exclusively on subject forms. Moreover, Mulford could 
make few claims regarding the acquisition process itself since her data were taken 
from blind children who had exceeded five years of age. The present investigation 
(West 1986) considers both the issue of course of acquisition (predeictic forms and 
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use) as well as the character of deictic use (comparisons in frequencies of grammatical 
case forms). The advantage to this analysis is that it attempts to describe a complete 
account of pre- and postdeictic acquisition in which children are active deductive 
thinkers within a universe of signs whose representational features can be used to 
their advantage, as opposed to the more prescriptive approach. From this perspective, 
the following hypotheses have been developed: 

I) Differences do not exist in onset of deictic use of first person forms between 
blind and sighted children; 

2) Blind children's use of first person deictics is not noticeably different from 
sighted children's; 

3) Blind children experience a delay in onset of the deictic use of second person 
forms; 

4) Blind children use second person deictics differently than do sighted 
children. 

Data were gathered from two blind children (Bonny, Libbie) and a sighted child 
(Eric) whose ages at the study's onset are: 2:4, 2:10 and 2:5, respectively (see Table 
for age at each visit). A natural speech sample was taped bimonthly for the course 
of one year. The sessions took place at the children's homes and a familiar adult was 
present on every occasion. Frequencies were calculated from either first person or 
second person productions and not from the entire speech corpora. Two cognitive 
tasks to measure degree of comprehension of speech participant roles were likewise 
tape recorded. 

The children were requested to orient an object with an intrinsic top (hexagon
ally shaped canister) in the case of Task 1. In the case of Task 2, the object to be 
oriented had an intrinsic front (familiar doll/teddy). Three trials for each deictic 
were given in which the investigator made the request as follows: "Make the canister 
so I/you can get some candy." or in the case of Task 2, "Make the doll/teddy so I/you 
can kiss it." (for validity see Loveland, 1980). The present design is a modification 
of Loveland's design in that she requested that the subjects "Make the teddy so I/you 
can see it." which is hardly effective in the case of blind children and/or blind 
investigators. The coding scheme categorizes response patterns as: egocentric (code 
I )--in all three trials for the deictic, the orientation point was the child him/herself; 
initial decentration (code 2a)- -object is oriented such that either speech participant 
can have access to its intrinsic side; partial deictic contrast (code 2b)--orientation is 
successful in one of the three trials; full deictic contrast (code 3)--successful 
orientation in at least two of the trials for each deictic. 

Age of Participants at Each Visit 

VISIT NO. Bonny Libbie Eric 

I 2:4 2:10 2:5 
2 2:6 3:0 2:7 
3 2:8 3:2 2:9 
4 2:10 3:4 3: I 
5 3:1 3:7 3:3 
6 3:4 3:10 3:6 
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Hypothesis 1 is supported since onset differences were not found. Deictic use 
prevailed over nondeictic use at similar ages for all children, between 3:0 and 3:4 (see 
Table 1.1). It appears that age, rather than blindness, was the primary determining 
factor in the acquisition process. 

VISIT NO. 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 

MEAN 

Table 1.1 

Relative Frequencies of Deictic Use Across Visits 
First Person 

Bonny Libbie 
.05 .22 
.10 .89 
.10 .93 
.12 .92 
.15 .94 
.89 1.00 

.24 .87 

Eric 
.34 
.20 
.32 
.37 
.80 
.93 

.59 

The largest differences in trends and frequencies occurred between the blind 
children, precluding that blindness had a substantial effect on acquisition of first 
person deictics. Findings from the cognitive task performance are in accord with 
onset similarities, since the children demonstrated full perspective-taking awareness 
by age 3: I (see Table 1.2). All of the children arrived at the highest level prior to the 
point at which deictic use prevailed over nondeictic use, except for Bonny's 
performance on Task 1. Secondary factors such as degree and quality of experience, 
may have influenced the onset of deictic use, since the blind children's experiences 
were so diverse. Hence, the claim of Hypothesis I--that no differences exist in rate 
of acquisition of first person deictics, is supported since any differences among child
ren are ascribed to the interacting effect of age and experience. 

Table 1.2 

Cognitive Task Performance 

Bonny Libbie Eric 
VISIT NO. Task 1 Task 2 Task 1 Task 2 Task 1 Task 2 

I I 1 1 2.b 1 I 
2 I I I 3 I I 
3 2.a 2.b 3 3 2.b 2.b 
4 2.a 3 3 3 3 3 
5 2.a 3 3 3 3 3 
6 2.a 3 3 3 3 3 

Nonetheless, differences in the course of acquisition were revealed, indicating 
that use differences exist between the two groups. This finding provides disconfirm
ing evidence to the claim of Hypothesis 2--that use differences in first person do 
not exist. The forms which the blind children used as first person signifiers did not 
match those of the sighted child. Proper names and third person pronouns, which 
were used to refer to self, were produced by the blind children exclusively, and they 
produced a higher incidence of verb plus noun without a subject morpheme, e.g., 
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"Want cookie." relative to the sighted child (see Table 2.1). Eric's developmental forms 
were of a different character: Productions of proper name and third person pronouns 
did not occur, while production of the form schwa plus optional verb plus noun was 
frequent, e.g., "/ a / want cookie." It is likely that Eric employed his own proper 
name to refer to self prior to data collection since it has been documented that sighted 
children use this predeictic form rather extensively (Loveland, 1980). It is exceedingly 
unlikely, however, that Eric ever produced a third person pronoun to signify self 
since this form has never been documented for sighted children to my knowledge. 
Documentation for blind children does exist (Andersen, 1982). She reports that all 
of her blind subjects frequently produced "she"/"he" for self reference during the 
acquisition process. 

Prop. 
3 P. Pro. 

Recip. 

Table 2.1 

Total Absolute and Mean Relative Frequencies for Predeictic Forms 
First Person 

Bonny Libbie Eric 
!l f !l f !l f 

29 .17 18 .31 0 .00 
27 .16 8 .14 0 .00 
15 .09 1 .02 2 .03 

schwa+(V)+N 10 .03 10 .85 45 .36 
V+N 83 .48 13 .22 12 .19 
Syn. 2 .01 7 .12 4 .06 

It is curious that the blind children used the third person forms to refer to self 
since doing so appeared to deemphasize their role as speaker in the speech event 
(conversational exchange) and perhaps in the narrated event as well (event spoken 
about). Since the third person pronoun conventionally refers to someone outside of 
the speech event, the blind children's use obscures speaker participation, which may 
in turn, limit the degree to which others engage them as speech partners. Although 
the use of these third person forms does not preclude entirely participation in the 
narrated event, their use suggests that someone other than the speaker is the referent. 
Consequently, the speaker's role in the narrated event is likewise obscured. The blind 
children's function in both events is unclear, because "she"/proper name is interpreted 
to refer to non-speech participants who playa role in the narrated event only, such 
that they could never be speakers. 

The primary factor contributing to such third person uses in course of acquisition 
could be the incidence with which others use such third person forms in reference to 
the blind children which gives rise to a decreased likelihood of participation in 
conversational exchanges. Consequently, the act of deemphasizing the role of the self 
in the speech event and in the narrated event on the part of the blind children may 
not have been deliberate at all; rather it may have been a function of their particular 
experiences as blind children. Failure to perceive extralinguistic indexical cues (eye
gaze directed toward the addressee) which initiate verbal interaction, is likely to have 
had linguistic consequences. Lack of such access may have contributed to less 
frequent participation in speech exchanges, and to the increased frequency with 
which others spoke about them. Limited practice as a speech partner might, in turn, 
limit the degree to which one initiates such exchanges, thus affecting the frequency 
with which the speech event is maintained and refined. Parents of the blind subjects 
may have spoken for them more frequently than parents of the sighted subject, and 
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other adults may have less frequently addressed the blind children because of the lack 
of facility to engage them by means of novel attention-getting strategies. As a 
consequence, the degree to which the blind children experienced reference to them 
as non-speech partners could account for the incidence of third person self referents. 

The sighted child's performance is in accord with this line of reasoning, since his 
speech input included exposure to similar patterns. His older brother is blind, and 
Eric was exposed to speech patterns similar to those of the blind children, even 
though he was not the addressee. Despite this, his speech record shows no incidence 
of self reference by the same means, indicating that lack of experience in speech 
events, rather than imitation of adult form is the primary determinant. 

A semiotic analysis reveals that the indexical function is, for the most part, not 
operating when proper names are used: It appears not to be critical that index be 
present extralinguistically as an accompanying gestural cue. In the case of full-fledged 
nominals, successful reference can occur by use of the symbolic function alone 
because of its more explicit general meaning, especially for proper names. Thus, their 
substitution was likely to have been deliberate on the part of the blind children. 
Perhaps they were still unaware that their voice functions as index when the pronoun 
"I" is used, in that its symbolic meaning is more vague than that of proper names. 
A voidance of indexical means to successfully refer could be a consequence of the 
inherent visual realization of most indexes--signs' indexes may be restricted nearly 
exclusively to access in the visual modality, especially for a prelinguistic child. 

Like the previous pre-deictic third person forms, the blind subjects' higher 
relative frequency of verb plus noun without a subject morpheme could have been 
a result of lack of experience in speech participant roles. The absence of a morpheme 
to clarify the person participant may be symptomatic of their relative inexperience 
as speakers. Since the person referents of the schwa forms U a / plus (verb) plus 
noun) always signified self reference, their meaning was never unclear; but person 
referents of the form verb-plus-noun, because they did not consistently refer to the 
self, were often unclear. Instances of v-plus-n were used as imperatives by the blind 
children. The greater production of this predeictic form on the part of the blind 
subjects may likewise be resultant from their paucity of experience as speech 
participants. Hence, use of these predeictic third person forms appeared to be a 
function of: J) blindness, in that conversational cues were not accessible, and 2) 
quality of experience--the degree to which others drew them into the conversation, 
and the means which they used to do so. 

An early form for which no differences were observed between the groups was 
the use of "you" for "I" (pronoun reciprocation). The frequencies were extremely low 
for all subjects relative to the other developmental forms (see Table 2.1). These data 
suggest that direct imitation is not a primary means of acquisition. The subjects 
seldom referred to themselves as "you" despite the fact that "you" was frequently used 
in reference to them. The children's equally low incidence of syncretic utterances 
likewise supports the claim that direct imitation is, for the most part, not operating 
(see Table 2.1). Cutsforth (J 932) and Maxfield (1936) have found a high proportion 
of echolalic and perceverative utterances on the part of their blind subjects, which 
is not in accord with the present findings. Such stereotypic patterns were found to 
be rather extensive in the speech records of a subject from whom data were gathered 
for the present study, but which were not analyzed because of a diagnosis of a 
concomitant learning disability. Perhaps'Cutsforth's and Maxfield's sample consisted 
of children with other handicapping conditions, or children whose experience was 
limited as a result of residential school affiliation. 

Even though the blind children's course of acquisition of first person diverged 
somewhat from the sighted child's course, their onset of deictic use is rather similar 
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when age and performance levels are matched. The subjects arrive at virtually the 
same developmental level at approximately the same age. Hence, Hypothesis I is 
supported while support is not found for Hypothesis 2. Differences in course of 
acquisition are in actuality use differences, because the predeictic third person forms 
which were employed by the blind children were made to signify something other 
than the conventional. 

Comparisons of the production of grammatical case forms of first person likewise 
casts some doubt on the claim of Hypothesis 2--that differences in use of the deictic 
first person pronouns between groups does not exist, by the fact that blind subjects 
produced certain of the case forms more often relative to other first person case 
forms. Their mean proportions of the determiner "my" were higher than Eric's (see 
Table 2.2). 

Table 2.2 

Total Absolute and Mean Relative Frequencies of Grammatical 
Forms of Deictic Referents--First Person 

Bonny Libbie Eric 
.!2 f .!2 f .!2 

Sub. ("I") 44 .83 252 .68 67 
D.O. ("Me") I .02 35 .09 6 
1.0. ("Me") 0 .00 8 .02 I 
Det. ("My") 7 .13 69 .19 10 
Poss. P.("Mine") I .02 5 .01 6 

f 
.74 
.07 
.01 
.11 
.07 

Sub.: Subject; D.O.: Direct Object; 1.0.: Indirect Object; Det.: Determiner; 
Poss. P.: Possessive Pronoun 

By contrast, the pronoun "mine" was the more frequent form for Eric. This finding 
is not surprising in light of blind children's need to make explicit the referent for the 
addressee. The nominal which accompanies "my" functions to disambiguate the 
intended referent for addressees of blind children, whereas eye-gaze is sufficient for 
addressees of sighted children. The blind children appeared to depend strongly on 
linguistic symbolic means for purposes of successful reference. Such means, although 
helpful, do not substitute entirely for the inability to employ visual indexing, since 
no indication of spatial location is given. Spatial indexing can further disambiguate 
the referent if other similar potential referents happen to be present. 

While "this" and "that" refer to an object on which the speaker is focusing,"my" 
plus nominal and "mine" possess the additional feature of belonging, perhaps not 
merely to current objects of ownership, but to potential ones as well. Loveland (1980) 
found a rather high incidence of these possessives in the speech of two-year olds 
which may have been a function of their strong inclination to identify what belongs 
to them, which is also in accord with Piaget's claim that egocentrism prevails at this 
age. Unlike the incidence of the possessive determiner, the fact that the determiners 
"this" and "that" were not more frequently used by the blind subjects relative to the 
pronoun counterparts, further supports the contention that ownership identification 
prevails at this point in the developmental course (West, 1988). 

If this line of reasoning is valid, the possessive determiners may have served a 
second major purpose for the blind subjects, that of expressing their desire for an 
object which is not within reach. They may have functioned as imperatives to request 
that the adult make accessible to them the desired object. The sighted child appeared 
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to have had less of a need to make such requests because objects are more accessible 
to seeing children. Given this logic, blind children experience a greater propensity 
to use the determiner to access far objects (objects beyond their "personal space") than 
to access near ones (those within their "personal space"). This motivation may partially 
account for their higher mean proportions of the determiner as opposed to the 
pronoun, since presumably the field of reference which lies beyond the blind 
children's personal space (near space) is greater than that of seeing children, if reach 
determines near space. Because the sighted subject had the benefit of the visual field, 
which affords simultaneous and sustained access to the potential field of referents, 
and because visual indexing strategies (eye-gaze, pointing) were effectual, his reliance 
on linguistic symbolic means, namely, the accompanying nominal was not critical. 
This difference in type of cues for successful reference (index versus symbol) appears 
to be responsible for the deictic use differences between the groups. 

Differences were not found in production of any of the remaining case forms. 
Age appears to determine use regarding the subject form. All three children exhibited 
a marked increase in frequency at about the same age, between 3:0 and 3:3 (see Table 
2.2). The greater difference in frequency occurred between the blind children which 
also suggests that age and not blindness was responsible--the age differential was 
greater between the blind children. Age, however, may only have had an indirect 
affect. 

Cognitive developmental factors such as decentration may have had a more direct 
influence. Piaget and Inhelder (1969: 93-96) claim that at about three years of age 
children begin to decenter. They become aware of self as a member of a universe of 
other selves. This awareness is a precursor to a deictic use of "I" since awareness of 
agent with respect to conversational roles (speaker versus addressee versus person 
spoken about) rests upon the more basic notion of self as distinct from others. In 
addition, it rests upon the awareness that all person perspectives are potentially valid, 
such that they can assume identical, as well as distinct functions in anyone event. A 
sense of self as speaker is founded upon an additional differentiation between 
participant roles in the speech event, and a strong sense of self as agent in the 
narrated event. The subject's use of "I" in creative contexts by 3:3 presumes the 
mastery of several skills: decentration, speech role differentiation, speech/narrated 
event differentiation, and participant function in the narrated event. 

The incidence of the direct and indirect object forms "me" was so low as to 
preclude comparisons across subjects (see Table 2.2). Their low incidence is consistent 
with findings which suggest that such grammatical case forms are later productions 
by children in general relative to other case forms (Bates, 1979). 

The findings for first person onset support the respective hypothesis since all of 
the children experienced a striking increase of deictic use over nondeictic use by 3:4, 
which is within normal range. The claim of Hypothesis 2--that use differences do 
not exist, however, is tenuous, because different predeictic forms were produced by 
the blind children which have never been documented for seeing children, and 
because some difference was revealed in deictic use, namely, degree of production 
of the grammatical case of possessive determiner versus possessive pronoun. Although 
the blind and sighted subjects' performance was similar regarding production of 
grammatical subject and direct and indirect object forms, the differences were 
sufficiently striking to question the Hypothesis. 

No confirmation for the claim of Hypothesis 3--that a difference in onset of 
deictic second person exists between groups, can be found. The frequencies of the 
blind subjects deictic productions were quite disparate, whereas Libbie's and Eric's 
frequencies were nearly identical (see Table 3.1). Their mastery of the deictic second 
person was nearly complete, since deictic productions far exceeded nondeictic 
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productions prior to data collection, except for Bonny whose deictic use never 
prevailed over nondeictic use, even at 3:4 after which no further data were taken. In 
addition, Bonny is the only subject who acquired first person deictics prior to those 
of second person (see Table 1.1 and Table 3.1). Cognitive task performance may shed 
some light on Bonny's divergence. Her performance on Task I was strikingly different 
from her performance on Task 2, which suggests some developmental disadvantage 
for her with respect to the other children (see Table 1.2). Second person onset patterns 
cannot be attributed to age since trends were not observed for any of the children. 

VISIT NO. 
I 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 

MEAN 

Table 3.1 

Relative Frequencies of Deictic Use Across Visits 
Second Person 

Bonny Libbie 
.00 .92 
.00 l.00 
.25 l.00 
.37 l.00 
.00 l.00 
.25 l.00 

.16 .996 

Eric 
1.00 
1.00 
1.00 
1.00 
1.00 
1.00 

1.00 

Perhaps Bonny's less diverse experiences overall contributed to the delay in 
second person onset, and to the slight developmental disadvantage in perspective
taking. Since Bonny had never attended preschool, and had little interaction with 
peers, the opportunity to engage in turn-taking exchanges was less likely than for 
Libbie, who had extensive opportunities in the preschool setting and in the home 
setting, as well. Limited experience in turn-taking exchanges may result in delayed 
understanding of reciprocal speech participant roles, especially in the case of blind 
children, because visual access to others' behavioral contribution to events is 
frequently unavailable. Their further participation in turn-taking behaviors could 
contribute to greater use of linguistic index, if one assumes that index is operative in 
reciprocal exchanges. Hence, differences in early experience are likely to have had 
a major effect on the degree to which the children referred to their addressee's 
participation in events. 

Findings from predeictic use disconfirm the respective hypothesis (Hypothesis 
4) since experience and not blindness appears to account for any existing differences. 
The lack of congruence between the blind children, in addition to the fact that few 
predeictic forms were produced, make comparisons across children difficult. Bonny, 
the youngest, had the only documented use of third person forms to refer to 
addressee--proper name use and the person pronoun "she" (see Table 4.1). It was 
observed that proper name use was extensive in speech input to Bonny, which was 
much less so in input to the other children. 
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Table 4.1 

Total Absolute and Mean Relative Frequencies for Predeictic Forms 
Second Person 

Bonny Libbie Eric 
n [ !!. [ n [ 

Prop. 3 1 .84 I 1.00 0 .00 
3 P. Pro 2 .05 0 .00 0 .00 

Recip. 4 .11 0 .00 0 .00 

Use of this proper name form deemphasizes the role of the addressee in the speech 
event and in the narrated event as well, since the form suggests that the referent is 
a part only of the narrated event. Identification of the addressee as a participant is 
obscured by a form typically used in reference to non-speech partners only. For 
example, the fact that Bonny's mother was the addressee in the question "Mommie 
cookin?" was not clear in the linguistic context. The extralinguistic context confirmed 
that the mother was the addressee because no other possible addressees were present, 
and because she deliberately faced her mother. Bonny's paucity of experience in 
linguistic turn-taking exchanges, together with the frequency with which proper 
names were substituted for "you" in speech input to Bonny, could well have 
contributed to frequent productions of such unconventional forms. 
The findings regarding case only weakly support Hypothesis 4. Although differences 

were apparent in degree of use of the possessives, the frequencies of all forms were 
low, precluding comparisons. While all the children produced the subject form most 
often, which was also the case for first person, the blind children produced the 
possessive determiner somewhat more frequently than did Eric. Eric's frequency of 
possessive pronoun exceeded that of the blind children (see Table 4.2). This pattern 
is similar to that of first person forms, and indicates the need for linguistic symbolic 
disambiguation on the part of the blind children. The findings for second person 
possessives indicate that the latter reasoning is more valid to account for such use 
differences. The second person referents are not likely to be employed as impera
tives, unlike first person possessives. "Your X" is seldom used to access an object 
beyond the speaker's personal space; it makes explicit both the object of ownership 
and the individual owner who is someone other than the speaker. Therefore, the high 
frequency of second person possessive determiners are attributed to a need to 
disambiguate rather than to a means of accessing objects. 

Table 4.2 

Total Absolute and Mean Relative Frequencies of 
Grammatical Forms of Deictic Referents--Second Person 

Bonny Libbie Eric 
n [ !!. [ n [ 

Sub. ("You") 5 .71 83 .56 26 .79 
D.O.("You") 0 .00 20 .14 3 .09 
1.0. ("You") 0 .00 12 .08 0 .00 
Det. ("Your") 2 .29 28 .19 2 .06 
Poss. P. ("Yours") 0 .00 4 .03 2 .06 

Sub.: Subject; D.O.: Direct Object; 1.0.: Indirect Object; 
Det.: Determiner; Poss. P.: Possessive Pronoun 
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The frequencies for the remainder of the case forms, namely, the direct and 
indirect objects are rather low, make comparisons across children less than 
meaningful (see Table 4.2). Libbie produced the highest frequency of object forms 
which can be attributed to her more advanced age and more mature referencing 
system. The low frequencies of the object forms for second person cannot be 
attributed to the overall complexity of second person, but to the complexity of object 
forms in general. The findings for first person support this since object forms were 
likewise seldom produced (see Table 2.2). "Me" and "you" most often identify a speech 
participant as taking a less active role in the narrated event because the participants 
assume a benefactor or receiver role. Perhaps such roles are less salient to younger 
children in comparison to agentive or initiator roles, as Bates (I979) suggests. 

The fact that "you" is isomorphic across case provides a still stronger explanation 
for the low frequencies of second person as opposed to first person productions (see 
Table l.l and Table 3.1). Presumably, if a single form has more than one function, 
the distinct functions are obscured. Becoming aware of the functions seems to demand 
more mature cognitive skills when each function is not represented by a distinct 
signifier. The findings indicate that this may have been operating, since the oldest 
subject, Libbie, revealed the highest frequencies. 

From the findings regarding use of predeictic productions and postdeictic case 
forms Hypothesis 4 is weakly supported at best. No difference is found in the types 
of predeictic forms produced, as was the case for first person. In addition, only small 
differences are revealed in case use. Nevertheless, vocative use (use of addressee's 
proper name to accompany "you") provides substantial evidence to support the 
Hypothesis. Vocatives are used by the blind children during the course of the visits, 
while the sighted child's productions occurred at the last visit only (see Table 4.3). 
Thus, it appears that the blind subjects discovered their effectiveness at earlier ages, 
perhaps as a consequence of the ineffectiveness of visual indexing for addressee 
disambiguation. Vocatives function as partial substitutes for visual index in that they 
provide explicit semantic information to single out the intended addressee from a host 
of potential addressees, in addition to providing a rather effective means of securing 
the addressee's attention. It appears that the blind subjects substitute linguistic 
symbolic signifiers for the sighted child's visual index (eye-gaze, pointing) which is 
likewise operating for object disambiguation, i.e., frequent use of possessive 
determiners. An increased need to use vocatives, in addition to an early awareness 
of their effectiveness to successfully refer, may have given rise to a greater likelihood 
of participation in the speech event for these blind children. Vocative use could 
contribute to their success as speakers to secure and maintain the listener's attention, 
and as addressees, because as a consequence, others are likely to become aware of 
alternative attention-getting strategies particular to blind children. This more 
symbolic substitute (vocatives) could well have provided the experience necessary to 
master deictic use, since person deictic use depends on a differentiation in the speech 
even t between speaker /Jistener roles, and the further application of speech role 
participants to their function in the narrated event. Limited practice in the speech 
event, as initially seems to be the case for blind children, may preclude an early 
awareness of such differentiations. 
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Table 4.3 

Absolute and Relative Frequencies of Vocatives 

Bonny Libbie Eric 
VISIT NO. n f n f n f 
1 4 .06 8 .04 0 .00 
2 6 .09 22 .08 0 .00 
3 11 .08 36 .16 1 .02 
4 2 .03 9 .05 0 .00 
5 4 .04 9 .03 0 .00 
6 3 .03 49 .15 6 .04 
TOTAL(n) 
& MEAN(f) 30 .05 133 .10 7 .01 

The blind children appear not to experience a delay in onset of first or second 
person deictic use, perhaps because they use alternative strategies to successfully 
address others, as well as to have others address them. Their appropriate use of 
possessive determiners and vocatives seems to have been a major determinant in 
similarities in deictic use onset--to demonstrate a distinct but effective means of 
differentiating the referent object/person from other potential referents. A semiotic 
analysis suggests that blind children's development of these alternative means is 
somewhat more complex than seeing children's use of visual index, simply as a result 
of the more symbolic character of linguistic signifiers which must alone be sufficient 
to disambiguate. Accompanying indexes provide an additional signifier in an 
additional modality to secure simultaneous identification, and verification, which is 
not possible in the case of linguistic symbolic means when used in isolation. If this 
logic is correct, it indicates the greater function of linguistic signifiers for blind than 
for sighted children, and in turn, their dependence on symbolic signifiers to the 
exclusion of indexical ones. 
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